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“Bulletproof” Your Body
Intro Talk - Recorded in Brunei on Oct 11, 2014
START OF TRANSCRIPT
[Slide 1 and 2] 0:00.00 - Title Page and About Antony Lo
Antony Lo:	Hi everybody, thank you for coming today. My name’s Antony Lo, I’m The
Physio Detective. I really appreciate you coming from all different countries
to come today for this talk. Alright, so I’m a physiotherapist, I have a
bachelor’s degree from the University of Sydney. A master’s degree from
the University of Western Australia. I’ve done the specialisation training
in Sydney - sorry, in Australia. I have elected not to do the exams but
otherwise - that’s the highest level of training that you can get in Australia.
I consider myself like a general specialist if you know what I mean, right, like
a crossfitter. Crossfit, we don’t specialise in anything. We try to be good at
everything and I’m a similar type of thing.
	I’ve got 17 years of experience in ante natal and post natal work. I’ve got
elite sportsmen and women as my clients. I worked at the Olympics, the
Paralympics, I’ve worked on high level professional athletes, CrossFit Games
athletes as well. So I’ve treated people like Kara Webb, Khan Porter,
Brandon Swan, Talayna Fortunato. Pip Malone I’ve helped, there’s a lot of
people that I’ve helped over the years. So I’m used to dealing with people
with problems but I’m also used to dealing with people who are old and frail
and trying to get them strong and moving better as well.
	Of course, everybody in between. If you’ve got chronic pain. So sports
people often have a little bit of acute injury i.e. lost the bar the other day,
it strained my shoulder, it hurts, it’s acute. Chronic pain, for the last two
years I’ve had pain, I cannot do squats now or I have to go for an operation
for this, whatever. There are some people who I help that have had pain
for decades. So I help those too. I specialise in treating the pelvis and
the thorax, these are my special interest areas. Because they’re not very
well understood, I thought well I might as well understand it the best I can
because not many people do.
	You’ll be surprised how many problems come from the pelvis and the
thorax. So hopefully, we’ll get to see a bit of that today. I saw some of your
movements which was interesting. It means that I’m going to have some
good examples to help you all understand the principles that I’m talking
about. I also do sports performance and correction. So you may not
actually have pain but you might be stuck at a certain level or you might be
struggling with a 100 kilo snatch feeling like it’s heavy when it shouldn’t be
heavy. Or you might have trouble with a deadlift that shouldn’t be a problem.
But you don’t have pain, it just doesn’t feel right. I identify those sorts of
problems and fix them too. So you don’t actually have to have pain for me
to help you.
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[Slide 3] 0:03.22 - Contents
	Alright, in your little handout here, we’re going to start on the cheat sheet,
the top half of your cheat sheet has definitions. Now those definitions are
going to be - I’m going to cover them in a second. Then we’re going to go
through what normal and abnormal function is. Because if we don’t actually
know what normal is and what abnormal is then how can we define what is
right and wrong. So we’re going to talk about these things. I’m going to talk
about injuries and pain and how that affects us.
	I’m going to talk about the principles of how I assess problems. We’re going
to try and work out how do we work out what’s wrong. How do we find
out how to solve these problems? We’re going to do some testing. We’re
going to test some of these movements, find out what’s going on, make
sure that they go well. There’s a general solution and treatment plan that I’m
going to give you. This outline is the - in the cheat sheet as well, the four key
principles. Then there’s a rehab plan as well. How to sort yourself out and
get yourself better. So today - that’s today’s structure - well, that’s today’s
structure for the talk.
	After that, what we’re going to do - so that’s about 90 minutes. What we’re
going to do after that is I’m going to take you through some movements.
We’re going to cover some squat, so maybe some deadlift or clean setup.
We’re going to cover some upper body work. Alright, we’ve got shoulder
pains, we’ve got back pains. Squat and pullup, usually finds them out.
Shoulder problems, pushups, press. We’re going to cover all sorts of
movements. Now if you look in your sheet at the back so the back double
page is actually some drills and exercises that you can use to help. But if
you look just on the other page where it’s nearly blank, at the very top of the
page, there’s some other movements too.
	We can do some - what have we got here? We’ve got pushup, floor press,
bench press, Pendlay row, sumo deadlift high pulls, ring dips. We’ve got
prowler, running. There’s some gymnastics work, box jump. There’s all sorts
of things that we can do today. I’m going to take you through the basics.
We’re going to work our way through. Make sure that we cover all of your
questions. Make sure that you’re happy. Make sure that you can leave
here going okay, I have an idea of how I should be training, how I should be
playing, how I should be competing, how I should be moving, how I should
be living life.
	Because living life, you can train one hour a day and if you sit at a desk for
10 hours you’re more likely to die than a fat person who doesn’t exercise
but gets up every half an hour. They are more likely to live than you. Sitting
is bad for you. The training you do is excellent but what you want to do is
maximise training for life. So during this talk if you feel the need to get up
and stretch or move or get a drink, whatever, no problem, no rudeness. You
just do what you need to do.
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[Slide 4] 0:06.41 - Mobility
	Alright, I’m going to whizz through these definitions, first one, mobility.
Mobility is very simply the ability to move or be moved freely. In Crossfit we
hear a lot of things, oh I’ve got to work on my mobility and you question
people a little bit more. Some think it’s about control. Some think it’s about
flexibility. Some think it’s about oiling up your joints. Some people think it’s
about rolling the muscle out. Mobility to me, is you know when you had
a really hard session or you went and did a comp and you get up in the
morning and the first thing you do when you go to the toilet is oh-oh-oh, I
don’t know if I’m going to get to this toilet or not.
	Who’s had this experience? Right.
[Laughter]	
Antony Lo:	Now is it all of a sudden that you cannot bend your knees because you’re
too stiff? It’s not because you’ve got short muscles, oh no, I’ve got to
stretch. It’s because there’s fluid in your muscles, there’s a little bit of
damage there. But you know that you sit down, you stand up, you sit down,
you stand up, you do some air squats and all of a sudden, you can do it
again. You can sit down and you can stand up, it’s not that bad, you’re a bit
sore. That to me is mobility, how well do you move. I did not increase your
muscle length. So it’s like oiling up the joints. It’s like making the movement
freer.
[Slide 5] 0:08:09 - Flexibility
	Flexibility is how far can you go. Mobility, I can change your mobility in 30
seconds, yeah. I give you 10 air squats to do, your squat will look better
at the end than at the start. Almost guaranteed. That’s because we oiled
up the joints, we started moving the muscles a little bit. Little bits of cross
linkages broke up, you just got better. Flexibility does not come overnight.
Flexibility is how far can you move and the only way to improve that is by
stretching. So it’s like bending over. If I can get someone to bend over and
they can only go to their knees and I do something to them and then they
can touch their toes, did I improve their flexibility or their mobility? Their
mobility, right. If they bend over and they can get to their toes and they do it
10 times but they can only get to their toes that is the limit of their flexibility.
Does that make sense? Alright, good.
[Slide 6] 0:09.20 - Stability
	Stability is very simply - and the technical definition is the ability to maintain
the desired trajectory despite kinetic, kinematic and control disturbances.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Very good, right. Ultimately, is how well can you control your movement
and your posture. Now this is number 1 the key problem that people have,
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number 1. Stability is can you control - if I put you in a position, can you hit
that position again? Can you hold that position through the lift? How many
people during the Open 14.3, it was the deadlifts, you all remember that?
Deadlift, box jump. How many of you could feel when you did the deadlift,
you went yeah, I got these deadlifts, no worries. Then you got to the 125
kilos or the 140 kilos and you went argh-nan-nan-arrgh-boom. That’s a lack
of stability now. All of a sudden you’re hanging on your joints.
	How many people have seen people - you say put the bar down rest and
they say no-no-no-no, I can do it, I can do it, I can do it.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	These people need to be stopped because they’re going to hurt themselves.
So control, stability, very, very important. This is what you need to do.
[Slide 7] 0:10.53 - Dissociation
	Alright, last one that I want to talk about is dissociation. Now, you people
have dissociation problems. Not pointing anyone out but the blonde, fair
skinned one in the room, dissociation problem in the hips. The big Asian
guy, dissociation problem in the hips. Other people, dissociation in the
shoulders, trouble. Dissociation is to hold something still and be able to
move something else. Now watch this, volunteer, hi Andrew. Now we have
our sexy volunteer, thank you for joining us today. Bend over...
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Why did everybody get something bad out of that? Just bend over.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	I’m standing here.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	So you can see when Andrew bends over, he’s got this roundedness in his
back. Stand up. Bend over only from your hips, keep your back straight.
Did you all see what he did? Do it again. What did he do? Alright, he bent
from his hips, dissociation. When he stopped at the hips, he started bending
his back even though I said keep your back straight. Dissociation problem,
cannot separate. Cannot.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	But we will make it you can. Alright, very good. Do you all get the idea
of that? So when I ask him to bend over - actually let’s borrow you again
Andrew. When I ask Andrew to bend over - bend over for me as far as you
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can. Good, stand up, bend over. Good, stand up, bend over. Good, stand
up. What is his mobility like, good, fair or bad? Fair? Good? Okay, who’s
says fair, why?
Female:	Because he looks a bit stiff.
Antony Lo:	So he looks a bit stiff.
Female:	He looks like he’s having a bit of difficulty just with that bit.
Antony Lo:	Okay, so difficulty going down.
Female:	[Unclear 13:28].
Antony Lo:	Okay, alright, good. Why did you say good?
Lennard:	Because he was able to reach the limits of his flexibility without too much
inhibition.
Antony Lo:	Yeah, I agree with yours. Sorry, what was your name again?
Lennard:	Lennard.
Antony Lo:	Lennard. Right. Because he hit the same point every time. His mobility to
get there, fine. His quality, okay, the quality of the movement, sketchy. But
yes, his mobility - he was able to do it and reproduce that movement each
time without a change in his range. That’s his mobility. His flexibility - is his
flexibility good or bad?
Female:	Can’t remember [Unclear 14:10].
Antony Lo:	Okay, bend over. Bend over.
[Laughter]
Female:	His flexibility is not great.
Antony Lo:	Right, good, fair or poor?
Male:	Poor.
Female:	Poor.
Antony Lo:	Poor?
Female:	I would say fair [Unclear 14:27].
Antony Lo:	I say poor.
[Laughter]
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Antony Lo:	I say poor because if you cannot even touch your toes, that’s poor. Just
to touch your toes for me is fair. To put your palms on the ground is good
flexibility.
Male:	Can you show a good one then?
Female:	Can you pick Shynotshy 14:49?
Antony Lo:	Shynotshy, show us. This is good flexibility. I didn’t even have to ask her to
bend over.
[Laughter]
Male:	So is there any difference between the size of the body?
Antony Lo:	No, there’s no difference with the size of the body. So I’m still fair flexibility
because I can’t quite get my hand on the ground but I’m bigger than you
and bigger than you [laughs].
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Right, very good. Thank you very much. So stability, we didn’t test your
stability. Your dissociation we talked about his dissociation, you all agree?
Good. Any questions about those definitions? Very good.
[Slide 8] 0:15.40 - What is “Normal”?
	So what is normal? Normal depends on the activity. The activity, you want
to know what’s the purpose. If your purpose is to bend over to here and this
is all you do in your life. Andrew has normal movement, right because if he
only has to bend over this far, that’s fine. Unfortunately, he has to bend over
further because we like him to put underwear on. Nobody wants Andrew
walking around without underwear.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	You got to put your pants on. You got to get dressed. You got to pick
things up off the floor especially when you’ve got kids and you’re walking in
the middle of the night and you step on the Lego. Trust me, it hurts.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	So you need the flexibility to bend over and pick it up and make sure that
you try to remember which kid this one’s from to get them in the morning.
Alright, movement or stationary? You need to know is it normal for me to
move right now? Or is it normal for me to stay still? Because if your job
is a guard at Buckingham Palace and this is how you stand all day, is this
normal? No, this is not normal. We look at those people because they’re so
- oh my god, they can stay still for so long, hello.
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[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	We all do that. It’s normal for them to stand still. So it’s abnormal for them
to go agh. You don’t see them do that. They’ve got to qualify for that job.
But if your job is a dancer and you dance like this.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	I would say you’re not moving normally.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	This is not normal. So to work out what normal is, you need to know what
the task is. You know what, we can - most of the time we can see it. We
can see like you said, Andrew doesn’t look quite right bending over, there’s
something not right. That’s right. So what we do is we define it. Is it about
the result or is it the journey? In a competition, they don’t care if you do your
deadlift, oh yeah, rep.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	I got the bar up baby, that counts. In a competition, it’s about the result. If
you treat your life like a competition, you are increasing your risk of injury.
For me, it’s about the journey. For me, it’s about how did you move from
point A to point B? Did you keep all of the things that were meant to stay
still, still? Did you keep all of the things that were meant to move, moving?
Because those are the two things that cause injury. Who’s got back pain?
Andrew has back pain. You got back pain? I can tell you, you both move
things when they’re not supposed to move. You both move. You go - you
got a good one, you got like a little sideways hitch and everything. You’ve
got this whole Chris Rock, dance thing going on.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Your hips should be moving and then they stop. Then your back should
be still and then it’s going. So that’s what you’ve got to watch out for.
You’ve got to know what the range of motion is necessary. The control
requirements. The strength. There are some people that move beautifully.
Like if you put on a deadlift weight and I go stand at the bar and then they
go, ergh ah. So it wasn’t a normal deadlift but the journey that I took, I
maintained position, I just wasn’t strong enough. So that - I had a normal
setup, a normal start but not a normal finish because I’m just weak. So I’m
still working on that 60 kilo deadlift. It’s alright [laughs]. Poor Sam [laughs].
Male:	Sam can’t even lift [unclear 20:11] 60 kilos.
[Laughter]
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Antony Lo:	Sorry, I shouldn’t have in-jokes on the thing but [laughs]. Alright, what is
expected of every region? That means that when I look everybody thinks
yeah, deadlift, posterior chain exercise, blah-blah-blah-blah-blah. I’m looking
at your toe joints, I am looking at your foot, your ankle. I’m looking at your
knee, your hip, your pelvis, your lower back, your middle back, your neck,
your shoulders, your elbows, your wrists, your fingers even. Every one has a
job to play in your body. If you don’t get their job right - sometimes it doesn’t
matter. You have your little finger off the bar. Maybe it doesn’t matter,
maybe it does matter.
	Maybe you don’t wrap your thumb around the bar when you do pullups
or maybe you do, does it matter? Depends. But if one of those things is
not doing their job and it matters to the movement, then you can have a
problem, a serious problem. We don’t want serious problems. I - my job is
to be out of a job. My job is to go round the world and say hell, you guys are
doing well, I love this, I’m just going to chill. Because I don’t really want to
fix people, I want people to be fixed. I want to teach you how to take care of
yourself.
[Slide 9] 0:21.33 - What is “Abnormal”?
	So what is abnormal? Abnormal movement is that it doesn’t suit the
purpose. You don’t want some guy trying to help you do say a bra fitting.
That would be kind of inappropriate in a store. You want a lady to help you
with that. It’s a little bit weird when a guy’s helping you fit a bra. That’s the
same sort of thing. When you go and do a movement, I don’t want to see
inappropriate movements. I don’t want you to set up for a deadlift like this
because I’m just going to say stop. We’re going to get the block and we’re
going to do it so you can keep your back straight. Appropriate movement.
Abnormal, it’s inappropriate movement, inappropriate stillness. It could be
that you do your shoulder press like this. Because you don’t actually let your
shoulder move.
	So if something doesn’t move, that’s inappropriate as well. That’s abnormal.
Incorrect technique. If I did a snatch like this, poor Kirksman will cry or
he’ll have sweaty eyes but it will be like this. Poor Kirksman he just cried.
Kirksman wept.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	#Kirksman wept [laughs]. Incorrect technique, range of motion. We talked
about all these things. The regional function is not met, that’s my toes didn’t
stay on the ground. Who squats with their toes up in the air? Right, you
should not, should not.
[Slide 10] 0:23.24 - Why Is It So?
	Why is it so? These things happen because of restrictions. You might have
a tight muscle, you might have scar tissue, you might have an operation
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that puts screws inside your body so that your bones can’t move. They
may have even gone in there and shaved stuff away because it was causing
you pain. That can cause problems. That can scar up nerve tissue. You
could have a control problem where your brain doesn’t coordinate your body
properly. So that you end up dancing like this. That’s abnormal dancing. If
you feel like dancing this way, I promise I won’t judge you, harshly. I’ll still
give you one.
	The mental game, how many people have you seen in practice they can do
a box jump and then it comes to the WOD and they go, no I can’t do it, no.
Have you seen that where they get psyched out? That’s the mental game.
Or how many of you - how about this? How many of you have gone to do a
lift and you put 95 per cent on and you’re doing a strict press, 95 per cent,
swoop-bom-bom, got this, no problem. Then you go put one kilo past your
PB and then all of a sudden this thing happens, swoop, right, I got this.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	[Breathing hard] argh, right. I’m going to tell you that this is psychological.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	You have a problem in your head.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Alright. Because sometimes just the thought of I’ve never lifted this much
before can really mess with your mind, mess with your coordination. Why
when you did the 95 you went, alright 95, grip, boom-boom-bang. You do
that and then you go to 100 per cent, like five kilos more maybe. Then all
of a sudden you change your routine. All of a sudden your grip is no longer
good enough. All of a sudden your head position. Have you seen these
people? I see this, I think they’re in trouble already. I see someone walk up
to the bar and they go through the same routine, I think this guy’s halfway
there.
	Have confidence, you see those people doing the PB Weightlifting and their
routine is this, this, this, butt wiggle, do this, agh, pull. Cool, that’s their
routine, if they do it at 60 kilos, they do it at 120 kilos. If the routine changes,
already here is playing. What’s your mental game? Technique, everybody
needs a coach. I need a coach. Kirksman needs a coach. Your coaches
need coaches. Roger Federer needs a coach. Tiger Woods needs a coach.
Tiger Woods was dominant for so long.
	I’ve had people say to me yeah, but you’ve only got a 200 kilo deadlift, I can
out deadlift you. What can you teach me? It’s like really, do you think Tiger
Woods’ coach is a better golf player than he is? Do you really think Roger
Federer’s coach is a better tennis player than he is? The best in the world
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have coaches. The coaches do not have to be better than you to teach you
what you need to know. Anatomy, sometimes your anatomy is just not right.
Sometimes, it doesn’t help. I don’t think this is in the thing yet. What are
you training for?
	If you’re doing something that you’re not training for, you play Ultimate
Frisbee? If I Ultimate Frisbee, you’re not training to do a snatch. So if your
snatch is not quite right, nobody’s going to say agh, she can’t play Ultimate
Frisbee because she can’t snatch. That would be silly. If somebody threw
you a little ball and you catch like this, people might say how does she play
Ultimate Frisbee, she can’t catch a little ball. What are you training for?
Ultimate Frisbee, you catch in all sorts of ways. You catch, land, throw in the
one motion. You’re changing directions. I bet you you’re good at that.
	You’re good at defending, you’re good at tracking. So what are you training
for? Sometimes, it’s just because you don’t train for that. Performance
issues, sometimes people have to take a pill for their performance issues.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Look, antidepressant medication is not to be laughed at. You guys, honestly.
Shynotshy [laughs]. But seriously, performance issues are a problem. How
many people have you seen - yeah, they’re out the back, they’re putting
up their weight easy. Then they go out and they fail. Have you see them?
Have you seen some people, they fail their reps in warmup. Then you set
the buzzer and they’re next to their friend who they compete with all the
time and suddenly they’re doing perfect reps. Some people rise to the
performance, other people they lower. Some people, if there’s 10 people
watching their squat, they will fail. But there’s one person, just their coach
watching, no problem.
	That sort of mental game can hurt. Seriously, mental health can be a
problem too.
[Slide 11] 0:29.45 - What is An Injury?
	Alright, what is an injury? This is in there. Injury is just damage exceeding
the mechanical limits of your tissue. Is there acceptable and unacceptable
damage in injury? I think…
Male:	What was that again, damage from sitting?
Antony Lo:	The mechanic limits of your tissue. You just bust the tissue up too much
because it can’t tolerate any more stress, strain. So is there unacceptable
and acceptable damage? I think so. How do we build muscle? We take
that muscle and we push it to the limits so that you get tiny amounts of
damage in your muscle. That’s that muscle soreness you get. We know that
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this occurs because they’ve taken muscle biopsies and then from that the
body goes oh, they keep doing this thing and I don’t have enough strength, I
better build more. That’s how it works. It takes time to work.
	That’s acceptable to me. Unacceptable damage is where you strain your
muscle because you drop the snatch and you didn’t let go on this side
and it hurt your shoulder. Accidents happen. But then you keep doing
it and ignoring it, that’s not so smart. So the results from avoidable and
unavoidable situation is what an injury is. Sometimes it’s unavoidable.
There’s one girl that I know of, she dropped a lift and it caused a fracture
and nerve damage in her arm just because something happened where she
knows how to drop this weight off. Something just got caught - it slipped on
the back of her shirt, broke her arm.
	Sometimes you can’t predict it. She dropped a weight that many times
before is not a problem. Other times, like the Kevin Ogar thing, sometimes
it just happens. I reckon it’s not necessarily the barbell dropping on him that
broke his back. Other times, it’s completely avoidable. You’re - well the
coaches in the room will tell you. Fix your form up, stop bending your back,
keep your chest up, push your hips back, stop - you should stop, you’re not
listening to me. No-no-no, I can do it coach, I can do it. You should stop
now, I want you to stop. No, ohh-oh my back, crossfit is bad for me.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	That doesn’t make sense. You are bad for you if you don’t listen to your
coach. You are bad for you. Crossfit just highlights your weaknesses and
if your weakness, you don’t pay attention to because you’ve got too much
ego. It’s your fault. It’s your fault. Pay attention. That’s avoidable.
[Slide 12] 0:33.06 - How Do You Prevent Injuries?
	So how do you prevent injuries? I don’t think you can prevent injuries.
Injuries are going to happen. You keep the injury low, crossfit has an injury
rate around three per cent. They did a study in London of a fun run, 30 per
cent injury rate of some sort in preparation for a fun run. Running keeps me
in business.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Crossfit is because I know a lot of people and my reputation goes wide. So
people come - people travel to come see me. So I have a lot of crossfit
patients because they’ve seen people locally and it hasn’t helped them.
That’s fine, that doesn’t mean the injury rate is high. Runners, agh, runners
- oh yeah, I got – ITB friction syndrome, I got glute tendinopathy, I got
patellar tendonitis. I got my retropatellar cartilage is wearing away, I got a
meniscus tear. I tripped the other day and I’ve got an ACL rupture. I pulled
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a hamstring, I pulled a calf, I got plantar fasciitis, I got a sore back, my neck
hurts, my shoulders hurt when I run. These are all running.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	People think you should know how to run. Oh, you can run, everybody can
run. You need to learn how to run. Running has its own problems because
it’s a limited range of motion, does not teach you to go through full range of
motion. You limit the motion available, you start overuse injuries, problems
occur. They think that crossfit is high reps. Oh crossfit, too many high reps.
High reps, high reps, high reps, bad for you. Yeah, every single step is a rep
and you go run 20 kilometres, that’s 20,000 steps. Oh crossfit, not every rep
is perfect is bad for you. Are you telling me every step you take when you go
for a run is perfect? Let the haters hate, I say.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Because they’re dumb, they’re dumb. It’s a stupid argument. Running is
bad for you, learn to run properly. You can only decrease the risk of injury.
You could only decrease it, you cannot prevent it. Injuries will occur. So
what decreases the risk of injury?
[Slide 13] 0:35.40 - What Increases The Risk Of Injury?
	What increases the risk of injury is abnormal, dysfunctional movement.
Fatigue, technique, state of mind, previous history of injury, damaged or
suboptimal anatomy. There are some people not built to run. They’re flat
footed, knock kneed with anteversion, scoliosis, kyphoscoliosis. They’re not
going to be your beautiful runners. They’re not Usain Bolt looking sprinters.
They’re not your little 50, 45, 40 kilo Japanese women doing marathons.
Units like me, we’re not designed to run long distances. Designed to stand
still and move heavy things. It doesn’t mean that I don’t try and run better. It
just means that I try not to go and do 40 kilometres straight off the bat. Forty
metres, we can talk about this.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo	We can negotiate. Everything’s negotiable [laughs].
[Slide 14] 0:36.41 - What Decreases The Risk Of Injury?
	So what decreases the risk of injury are normal movement, being well rested,
having two hours sleep and going to do a competition, probably not wise.
Your adrenalin will overtake your brain and suddenly you put yourself in
risky situations. Sound technique, listen, this is one of the most important
things that you can understand from today. If you understand nothing else
from today, your performance is a measure of how well you train. Your
performance is a measure of how well you train. If you train to be the first on
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the leader board, you’re pushing because you want to write down RX and
the fastest time of the day. I will guarantee you that either number 1, you’re
going too light or number 2, you’re not doing proper reps.
	Because when the pain rain comes down and you’re out in a competition,
you want your sound technique to hold you all the way through. It shows up
because I can watch something like DT and I can watch those who practise
better and I can watch those who have problems because they have a
problem the whole way through. Then I can see the ones that don’t pay
attention to their fatigue because their form changes over time. Then I can
see the ones that are taking the time to have the same rep every single time.
That’s why I do things like the workouts so I can watch and I can see.
	I do all of those things. Sometimes, I don’t care. I just know I can do it,
I don’t care what I look like, I just want to get it done. I’m the last one
finishing, there’s 15 people around. Go away, I don’t want - I’m just going
to finish it. Other times, it’s because I’m tired and I shouldn’t be training
but I’m training anyway. All of these things increase risk of injury, paying
attention to them decreases your risk of injury. If you can train better, when
you’re hurting, you will be better. I’ll guarantee it, guaranteed. That’s what
hits plateaus, poor training. State of mind, that’s the same sort of thing. You
can be too gung ho or you can be too cautious. How many of you who are
coaches and you’ve got someone - now I’m going to completely generalise
here but men overestimate what they can do.
	Women underestimate what they can do. Women can usually do more than
they say. I want you to put 30 on the bar, oh no 30 is too much. I want you
to put 45 kilos on the bar, no man, I can do 60.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Why are you making me look bad in front of all the girls for, I can do 60?
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Guys are idiots…
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Girls are timid. A little bit more confidence, girls. A little less ego, boys.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	You laugh because you know it’s true. It’s the truth. So state of mind. Being
timid is good but the problem is that when something unexpectedly heavy or
difficult occurs, if you don’t have the state of mind to conquer your fear then
you’re not going to have the preparation for when something unexpected
happens. Then the state of mind of being too gung ho, being like a guy,
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that’s a problem too because it means that you don’t know when to stop.
You don’t know when to scale. You don’t know when you’re pushing
yourself into a dangerous situation.
	Everyone else can see it, everyone else is whispering because nobody
wants to say listen, you should stop. They’re all going oh my god, I hope he
doesn’t hurt himself.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Watch this, watch this. I’m going to film this one. No looking.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	How do you think those videos occur?
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	The people doing the exercise in the gym. The guy’s not going oh yeah,
keep doing that, keep doing that. He’s like this going ohh.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	So be smart because no one’s going to tell you to stop, you have to think
about it. Hopefully your coaches tell you to stop.
[Slide 15] 0:41.11 - What Is Pain?
	Alright, so what is pain? This is controversial. Pain is 100 per cent in your
brain, 100 per cent. I want you to write this down. Professor Moseley,
YouTube him, he’s got some great talks about how pain works. I’m just
going to simplify some of his material, I am not as funny as he is. He’s a
great guy, he’s an Australian researcher, very, very smart. Professor Moseley.
Now here’s the thing, Kirksman, can I borrow you please? This is pain, you
ready…
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	No, please, please come here. Now, Kirksman comes along and behind him
he’s in his own home and he knows that Shy is here and Shy has suddenly
grown one foot, two inches taller and suddenly he feels something on his
back. Who does he think it is? He thinks it’s Shy because Shy is here, he’s
the coach, he’s here, nobody else is here. She’s supposed to be training, he
feels a pat on the back, he thinks okay it’s Shy. What happens if that pat on
the back was actually a needle because it was a robber who put a needle in
there? He wouldn’t necessarily feel pain. Now because the context is I’m
safe. The context is I know who’s in the room and the context is why would
she stab me for?
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	Oh yeah, I did get mad at her about her snatch the other day, yeah. No.
Now the next thing - the next example is that Kirksman is walking into a
dangerous part of the city and it’s very dark and there are scary noises like
ohh. He’s alone and someone comes up to Kirksman and goes like this. Do
you think Kirksman’s going to go what do you what Shy?
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Kirksman’s going to go, ahh, I wet my pants.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	This is what happens in pain because context occurs. Now if you’re in a
context of familiarity and something happens, pain doesn’t always feel like
pain. How many of you go I was doing something and I felt something
click but I wasn’t that bad and I kept going, I finished the workout, I went
home and two hours later it started hurting very badly. Because you weren’t
expecting to get hurt. You felt something like this before, it sort of surprised
you that the pain came on. But sometimes it can be where you’re scared,
we’re going to fight Kirksman. I weigh probably about 40 kilos more than
you. I wind up and he’s there, he’s tired and he’s like this now. I wind up
and go boom. The first thing that he probably feels is oh, that didn’t hurt.
But it kind of did.
	How many of you have had pain before? How many of you have had back
pain before? Good. How many of you, you watch one of those funny videos
on YouTube where they do something and it’s obvious that they hurt their
back and you go ohh. Then you go call your friend, watch this, ohh.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Because everybody loves that. How many of you sometimes have even felt
a twinge in your own back watching somebody do something that you got
hurt in? Has anybody felt that before? Where you see it and you go ohh.
You just get this little voom, hey don’t forget you had a back pain too.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	That’s because inside your brain here, it remembers and that context like a
phantom pain goes voom, you got pain.
Male:	Are you are trying to say that pain and injury are two different things
altogether. Like injury can happen but we wouldn’t feel pain and that’s why
sometimes we keep pushing on and then…
Antony Lo:	Yes.
Male:	…until it’s really pain.
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Antony Lo:	Yeah, because pain 100 per cent is an interpretation in the brain. Injury can
occur and it doesn’t have to hurt because you might have a numb - you
might have numbness. You might have altered sensation, different context.
You’ve got to think about the history, other sensations. How many of you
have got a paper cut before? Yeah. How many of you felt it later? How
many of you have gone, you’ve wash your hands, you go ohh. Hey, I got
a cut on my finger. How did I get that? Yet, when you wash your hands, it
hurts and it stings because you got a - you got this thing, it stimulates here,
the nerve goes up to your brain. The brain goes hey, that’s kind of sore. Go
have a look, eyes, go have a look, check that out. Ohh, I got a cut.
	Suddenly, it hurts a little bit more. How many of you go oh, now it really
hurts. Before you washed your hands, you didn’t even know you had a cut.
You washed your hands and the rest of the day you’re going, I can’t do it, I
got a cut. That’s because what happens is that context, you’ve seen it now
and it’s cut and it’s bleeding. Must be bad, it’s bleeding, look it’s bleeding. I
cannot lift now.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	I don’t want to get my DNA on your bar. That’s not how it works. It’s about
context, it’s about sensation, it’s about information. So injury occurs, pain is
in the brain.
[Slide 16] 0:47.33 - What’s The Difference Between Pain and Soreness?
	What’s the difference between pain and soreness? This is over to you.
What’s the difference between pain and soreness? This shouldn’t be in
there, I don’t think. Maybe it is, who knows. Answers, call it out. What do
you think the difference is?
Male:	Pain is something that I can’t do anything anymore, that’s it, it’s probably
pain. Soreness is agh, I can go on. It’s muscular.
Antony Lo:	So I - there’s a few beliefs that I heard there. So pain means that he has to
stop. But pain to some people doesn’t mean they have to stop. Then you
said soreness is eh, I can keep going. Yet, for some people soreness is
they have to stop. Then he says it’s muscular. But that’s only one thing that
could be causing the pain and soreness. So see how every belief has to be
challenged. Pain doesn’t always mean that you have to stop. How many
of you had a needle in your arm and it hurts. You got some sort of needle,
we’re in the tropics here, you all should be getting needles for something.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	You don’t want to catch something. It doesn’t mean that you can’t squat
because it’s sore two days later. How many of you oh yeah, I got a needle.
I’m brave, I went to the doctor, I got a needle. I can’t squat though.
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[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	That sort of soreness, yeah. I got a little bit of soreness from doing squats.
We did deadlift last night, I had a little bit of - I don’t actually but maybe you
got a little bit of soreness in your back because you did some deadlifts.
Alright, take that information. Take that soreness and modify your workout.
No, I don’t think 100 deadlifts at 30 kilos is going to be my jam today.
Because that’s dumb, you’re sore, think about it, you’re fatigued, you don’t
want to hurt yourself even at 30 kilos. Soreness is a gentle sort of pain. You
can have sharp stabbing pain, those sorts of pains you should think about.
	General soreness, usually not that bad. Not always muscular, sometimes it’s
just fluid. Sometimes it’s a ligament, sometimes it’s a nerve. Sometimes it’s
your imagination.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	You laugh but all of them are valid. Seriously, sometimes you make it up and
it’s not deliberate.
[Slide 17] 0:50.14 - What Do You Think Of “No Pain, No Gain?”
	What about no pain, no gain? How many people think no pain, no gain?
Nobody, right. Good, everybody theoretically believes in no pain, no gain.
Now how many of you break the rule no pain, no gain? Yep, thank you,
honesty. Because you’re thinking this is what’s programmed, I have to do it
nah-ne-ne-ne-nah. We know theoretically what to do but if you want gains,
you do not have to beat yourself up. How many of you feel oh you know I
did that workout and I only squeezed out 100 mls of sweat from my shirt.
That wasn’t a good workout. No, that’s not true. How many of you have
done a workout and you think oh maybe I should have gone heavier? That’s
not necessarily a bad workout that you did.
	You don’t have to do beat yourself up to get gains. Alright, last night I
actually did - never done before, I actually did a one inch deficit five reps at
160 deadlift because I was showing Sam something. I just wanted to show
him one and I went oh, I got one and then Kirksman - I did one and I put it
down and I went I can do more. I picked it up and I went I reckon I can go
touch and go, boom-boom-boom. Because we - it was a bro sesh.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Kirksman - I saw Kirksman and I went I can get that [laughs].
Male:	Those were the sharpest looking deadlifts ever man.
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Antony Lo:	But the thing is, is that you noticed the first one was oh, I got this. Then
the second one was I can do this, re-grip, okay. Your sensible progression.
Now, it wasn’t necessarily sensible that I was cold but the bottom line is
that I’m just standing here hotter than I normally am when I’m warmed up
because this is the tropics so it wasn’t that bad. If I didn’t feel right on the
setup and what I actually did was I pulled it off the ground just a bit and I felt
okay so then I stood it up. Testing, testing, testing. Alright, so with the no
pain, no gain, I actually haven’t pulled that much in weeks. I did once three
weeks ago, I did a triple at 170 and I thought you know what, that’s enough.
I haven’t trained deadlifts and yet suddenly I’ve got volume behind me
because I’m doing other stuff that’s helping.
	You don’t have to beat yourself up to get gains. Not pointing at you Sam.
[Laughter]
[Slide 18] 0:53.03 - What Do You Think Of “Push Through The Pain?”
Antony Lo:	What do you think of push through the pain? Should you push through the
pain? Is that smart, pushing through pain? Pushing through pain is not
smart. Don’t push through the pain. Stop, scale, modify, change, rest. Now
sometimes, I will yell at somebody and I did it today because I thought they
were being a pussy. It was like you know what, you can go, you just feel
uncomfortable, go. Because I didn’t see your form break down. So if you
heard me yelling at you, come on, come on, move it, move it, move it, pick it
up, let’s go, let’s go. That’s because I think you’re being a pussy. I think you
can do more.
	You need a coach to push you sometimes because you’re standing there
going oh my god, what did I agree to this for. I feel so bad right now. I want
to stop. I’m going to go get a drink of water even though the workout is five
minutes.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	You need somebody to kick you in the butt. Other times, there are people
here that I did not push because your technique was already suffering, you’re
performing under fatigue, there’s no need to push you into risk of injury. So
I didn’t push those people, I didn’t say come on, come on, let’s go. They’re
taking a rest, cool. They’re having a drink, no problem. Because I want you
to complete those reps the best you can. Not try to push you into this injury
range that suddenly you’re fatigued and then you’re going to hurt something.
That’s why some people got yelled at and pushed. Other people, it’s like
yeah, you’re doing really well, keep it up.
[Slide 19] 0:54.50 - What Are The Effects Of Pain?
	So what are the effects of pain? I don’t know if this is in your thing. We’ve
got adaptive behaviours. So I’m going to show you my pantomime of what
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an adaptive behaviour is. I have a sore foot on this right hand side, this is
my sore foot. An adaptive behaviour is this, do you all agree? We call it
adaptive because I’m compensating or adapting for a problem and I’m trying
to make that problem less. By doing this, there’s less pressure through my
sore foot. Maladaptive is where I walk around like this. Where I put more
weight on it and I lean over onto it and I stomp down on my sore foot. That’s
maladaptive, that’s just loco.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	You don’t be doing that. Now all of you thinking yeah, we just do normal
compensations but I bet you you don’t. How many of you have got a pain
when you bend over like this and it hurts? Or you’ve had a pain when it
hurts when you bend over like this? Then you go to brush your teeth and
instead of doing this and brushing your teeth like this. Then getting the cup
and doing this and spitting it out like this. You go brush your teeth like this,
yeah honey my back is really sore. I can’t train today. Then I brush my teeth
and go to work.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Who does that? Crazy people do that. Sometimes, you actually do that and
you don’t even know you’re doing it.
Male:	A lot of people do that but why?
Antony Lo:	Because he’s maladaptive. Because they don’t realise they’re putting
themselves into positions that’s making themselves sore. You’ll see
somebody and I see it all the time. They come to me, I’ve got bad back
pain, they sit down - they come to the chair, they sit down like this. It’s really
bad and then I’ll do something deliberate like drop a pen accidentally. I’m
writing, pen comes off. Oh, here you go. Thanks doctor. What the hell.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	That’s what I’m thinking, are you trying to work the system or something?
Are you going for a compensation payout? Because if you can bend over
then you don’t necessarily have to be like this.
Male:	Is it weird that - I mean when we deadlift we like putting yourself into
positions that hurt. I find that I do that a lot like I’ve got pain in my right groin
and just the other night I felt more comfortable sleeping like this when I could
feel that there a ?? stretching there. Why is it that…
[Over speaking 57:32]
Male:	It feels - it almost feels like putting ourselves into that position where there’s
like mild soreness of pain…
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Antony Lo:	Stretch.
Male:	…feels…
Antony Lo:	Because - you know why people hit their head on the wall. Why do you has anyone tried to hit their head on the wall?
Male:	Yes.
Antony Lo:	What happens when you stop?
Male:	Feels great.
Antony Lo:	It feels better.
Male:	Feels so good.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	So sometimes we do these things because it actually feels better when we
stop even it’s for a second. It’s crazy.
[Over speaking 58:05]
Male:	But it’s not good, right?
Antony Lo:	Yeah, it’s not good. You’ve got to preserve what little brain cells you’ve got
left.
[Laughter]
Female:	Is it like trying to increase your pain so like when you stop, your pain is less?
[Over speaking 58:23]
Antony Lo:	Relatively.
Male:	Like when I was sleeping, the next day after a squat session I’ve got pain
in my right groin. I was sleeping like this in bed. I could feel it, I was half
asleep, it wasn’t even a conscious thing.
Antony Lo:	Yeah, it happens all the time.
Male:	I didn’t decide to do it.
Male:	I read an article about it’s a natural reaction let’s say you get burnt, ssst, you
start rubbing itself, takes away from that pain because you’re focused on
that.
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Male:	But it’s not good, right?
Antony Lo:	Well it can be good and it can be bad.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	If you’ve got a burn, don’t rub a burn okay. You put - but yeah, because it’s
called a counter irritation but that’s different to what Sam is describing. Sam
is describing a positon that is painful but he does it anyway. That’s just…
Male:	[Unclear 59:12].
Antony Lo:	Yeah, we’ve seen [laughs].
[Laughter]
Male:	[Unclear 59:16] horrible, 12 - 14 years like this.
Antony Lo:	Yep, we’ll try to fix it. But the bottom line is, is that you’ve got to realise that
you are doing it and you need to give your body alternatives. Your body is
seeking a controlled way to do this but you don’t know any controlled ways
so you just do it however you do it and it’s painful. That’s not smart. People
who’ve got a posture like this, classically girls especially tall girls. But even
short girls do this. #shynotshy.
[Laughter]
	They might have back pain when they lean backwards and then they stand
here like that. It’s like why. People do it all the time. You can have muscle
spasms. Now, you can have a muscle spasm that is adaptive, it stops you
from getting sore. But you can have a muscle spasm that’s maladaptive, it
makes you more sore. You can have muscle inhibition, can I have another
volunteer out here please? Come Sam, be my volunteer. Stand here please.
What I want you to do, face Kirksman. That’s good. Come a little bit closer
to your left. More left, more left, more left, more left. That’s good. What
I want you to understand and you can all do this. Stand up and do this
actually, it’s a good time to stand up.
	I want you to put this hand behind your back and I want you to touch your
back muscle. I want you to use your fingertips in you back muscle. That’s
good. Oh, tight, tight, tight. Put your hand in your tummy, one hand in your
tummy, one hand in your fingertips. Good. I want you all to bend over, tell
me what happens to your tummy. Harder or softer?
Male:	Harder.
Antony Lo:	Tummy goes harder when you bender over or tummy goes softer?
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Group:	Softer.
Antony Lo:	No, you have a problem.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Please don’t insult retarded - please don’t insult people who are referred to
as retarded. When you bend over, what happened to your back?
Male:	It hardens.
Antony Lo:	It goes hardened. The reason why is that your back muscles are like your
brakes and they’re stopping you from putting your face on the floor.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Your tummy muscles help you bring your face forward. That’s why they
turn off, that’s why it’s a bad thing. Their job is to bring you forwards. Lean
backwards, what happens? The other backwards.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Alright. Back goes harder, softer or the same?
Male:	Softer.
Antony Lo:	Softer. Tummy goes harder or the same.
Male:	Harder.
Antony Lo:	So what happens is, is that your brain - did any of you think I’m going to
bend backwards now, I must turn on my tummy muscles, I must turn off my
back.
Male:	No.
Antony Lo:	No, it happens automatically. This is how it works. This is how it works.
Now, what we want to do is make sure that that happens appropriate.
Have a seat, thank you. Inappropriate, not pointing anybody out Kirksman,
when you bend forward and your tummy goes hard, this is inappropriate,
maladaptive.
Male:	Once I lean backwards and then I try [unclear 1:02:44].
Antony Lo:	Because you’ve - it depends, it might be a habit that you’d hold onto it.
[Laughter]
Male:	[Unclear 1:02:55].
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Male:	I’m not retarded.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Strengthen - so pain will strengthen learned experiences. How many times
do you think you need to be driving along the road and have a big spider
drop on your face before you’re scared of anything on the windshield again?
Group:	Once.
Antony Lo:	Once.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	What happens if it’s twice? What happens if it’s three times? Every time you
get in the car, I bet you you’re looking. Get in the car, nothing there. Get in
the car, nothing there. A leaf comes, you’re looking over there because of
the traffic and a leaf comes here out of the corner of your eye, you’re rahrah. Learned experiences. We say neurones that fire together wire together.
Can neurones that fire together wire together. That means that if something
hurts when you do it like a box jump, who’s skinned their knee - their shin
on a box jump? How long did it take you before you did a box jump again?
Like the next session or whatever.
Female:	Very fast.
Antony Lo:	Very fast?
Female:	[Unclear 1:04:07].
Antony Lo:	But what goes through your head and when you jump you were okay. What
happens if you went to jump again and you skinned it again? Then you
went to jump again and you skinned it again? What do you think the fourth
times going to be like? The fourth times going to be I want to jump to a 20
kilogram plate please.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	This is normal because if you keep wiring the fact that jumping hurts, it’s
going to hurt. Fear is also generated by pain. If you hurt yourself doing a
deadlift, I will guarantee you that you’re going to be conservative on future
deadlifts. If you drop the bar when you did a squat and it hurt rolling off your
back, you’re not going to go to failure, you’re going to stick in a range that
you won’t fail at. Fear is a big thing that comes from pain. Mood disorders,
yellow flags. Pain can give you depression. There are plenty of people who
have got depression. How many people have you seen where you tell them
it’s going to be six weeks because you’ve got this injury and they’re like oh I
can’t train, I might as well go die.
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	It’s not the end of the world but it’s like the end of the world. Because we
want to train. If you’re a crossfitter and you’re doing one a day, six weeks is
42 training sessions. If you’re a two a day crossfitter, why bother, why am I 80 sessions I’ve missed.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	That’s crazy. That’s crazy talk. So that’s why people get depressed
especially crossfitters.
[Slide 20 and 21] 1:06.03 The Integrated Systems Model and Psychosocial
Antony Lo:	Look, I use to assess - I use that pretty picture that you see there, the
integrated systems model. This integrated systems model is - has a bunch
of components in it. So have a look at that, make sure you can see the
colourful picture. In the centre, there’s a person in the centre of that model.
Now I call this the psychosocial, the model calls it the person in the centre,
who cares. The bottom line is, is that it says there’s a story. Everybody has
a story. If I listen to your story and you say something like I was training the
other day and I’ve been tired because my mum’s been sick in hospital and
they’re not sure if she’s going to live or not.
	I’ve been sleeping in the hospital and then I went and Murph was the
workout of the day so I did Murph. Then they had as a bonus 50 max
squats you can at 40 kilos and so I thought I might as well do that too seeing
as though I am here anyway. Then I got a call from the doctor, it looks like
my mum’s bad and I hurt my back and right. That’s bad. That’s a bad story.
That’s a tragic story. It might be that your mum got better now and that’s all
good. But that kind of thing can affect your pain because if you got hurt in
that kind of emotional situation and I’ve seen it before, something happens
to your mum again, she’s gets the flu, within a couple of days you’ve got
back pain again, why?
	Because your brain has associated this thing, this can happen. Sometimes
your goals are really important. I’ve got CrossFit Games athletes, guess
what their goals are? To be better at the CrossFit Games.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	I got crossfit beginner athletes, what’s your goal? To do a kipping pullup. So
people have different goals but these are all important. These are things that
I’ve got to take into consideration when I assess you. So this is assessment.
Emotions, some people get emotional for different things. Like you could be
really, really, frustrated because you can’t do something and you’ve been how many times have you been somewhere and you’ve seen this coach and
you’ve had this training and you’ve watched all these YouTube videos and
you’ve seen this physio, that chiro, that osteo, that acupuncturist, you even
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had some sort of strange person wearing some sort of strange costume
wave some sort of strange thing over you…
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	…because you’re trying to break that plateau.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	It can happen. Then you start talking about it and your friends, they don’t
want to talk to you anymore because they don’t want to hear about the fact
that I still frickin’ can’t do my squat. That’s what happens. So I have to hear
that and I can hear that and I’m thinking oh, you might have a problem with
that. But that all goes into the treatment too. Meaning, fears, beliefs, I hear
Kirksman say pain I must stop. Soreness, I must keep going. Soreness is
muscle pain, is muscular. That’s three beliefs that he expressed in one really
quick sentence.
	I’m listening to all of your beliefs, I take them into consideration. Some of
them, I think you know what that’s reasonable. Others, I say I don’t care
about that belief, that’s alright, who cares. Others, I’m thinking, you know
what, I’ve got to kick that belief out of his head. It’s just part of what you got
to assess. Fears, some people have an unreasonable fear. I want you to
hang from the bar. Oh no, I can’t do that. Why can’t you hang from the bar?
I’m actually worried that my throat will come down through my stomach and
it will burn my throat and I won’t be able to talk anymore.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Okay, that’s kind of unreasonable.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	But I’m not going to judge you.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Not that there’s anything wrong with that. But other people have reasonable
fears. I want you to hang from the bar for me. No, I can’t do that. Why
can’t you hang from the bar? Well the last time I hung from the bar, I
dislocated my shoulder. Did you rehab it? Yeah, I rehabbed it and then I
tried to do it again and it dislocated again. I’m thinking this is a reasonable
request not to do it. Sometimes they’re good, sometimes they’re bad. The
virtual body, how many of you have gone man, I’ve got these people - man,
my back is on fire. There’s this spot on my back and it’s like here.
[Laughter]
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Antony Lo:	Alright, that’s really bad. Then I go do my assessment, Kirksman come up.
I do my assessment on this person because their whole back is on fire and
they’ve got such a bad - it’s like there’s a knife everywhere in my back. Turn
around doctor, let me show you, it’s all in here. Turn around, let me have
a feel. Does this hurt? No-no-no, that’s not it. Does this hurt? Does this
hurt? Does this hurt? Does this hurt? No-no-no-no. Does this hurt? Oh,
that’s it, right there, oh you got it, oh my whole back is on fire.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	I found a spot that’s about this big - this big. That’s what I call a virtual
body problem. That’s where you think and I have no doubt you’re feeling it
everywhere. But really, your problem is only in one little area that’s a square
centimetre. When there’s that sort of mismatch, it means something to me.
Have a seat. Good. That’s the person in the centre. [Unclear 1:11:56],
there are some people, who you will come with an irrational fear and you
will come with pain and you will describe that pain as being terrible. I’m
watching you move and I’m thinking you know what they’re not in that much
pain because you’re saying that it’s crippling and you’re getting dressed and
you’re doing everything for me, no problems.
	There are people that will say, you know that patient, they were faking
it. They’re bad people, they’re faking. It’s not really that bad, they’re soft,
they’re being a pussy. I don’t do that. I don’t do that because it’s real to
you and that’s a problem in that system. So that’s what I call a system, the
psychosocial system.
[Slide 22] 1:12.42 - Strategies For Performance and Function
	Other systems, are the outside. We look at the outside of the circle, it should
be grey. It says strategies for performance and function. Now those things
are simple, they’re your techniques. So your habit, they’re your movements,
they’re your sequencing, they’re your postures. These are the end results
of your whole system working together. So I want to have a look at those,
I want to see what those are. Because have you ever seen a wheel that
doesn’t roll properly. Sometimes it’s the rubber, there’s something wrong
with the rubber, you’ve got a hole in your tyre. Or sometimes the frame has
got a dent in it because you lent someone your car and they decided to drive
up the gutters and they’ve got a dent in your mag wheels.
	Or sometimes it’s because, I don’t know, there’s something broken on the
inside and then your wheel twists and then that’s why your wheels don’t roll
properly on your car. There are different reasons. Now just in the same way
that you got to work out what’s wrong with your wheel, in the same way your
wheel picture there, if you don’t have a smooth wheel, it’s because one of
the systems on the inside may not be working. Or maybe more than one is
not working properly.
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[Slide 23] 1:13.57 - Myofascial System
	So if we look at one of them, say the myofascial system, they’re your
muscles, your fascia, your tendons, your soft tissues. If you’ve got a tear
or a tendinitis or a hole or swelling or inflammation in there, that can cause
your performance to suffer. We all agree? How many of you have pulled a
hammy? How many of you have done sprint training and pulled a hammy
before? No? Or pulled a calf? You can’t just turn up the next day and sprint
the same speed. It affects your performance, it’s normal. But I’m looking for
that.
[Slide 24] 1:14.40 - Articular System
	I’m looking at your articular system, your articular system is the bones,
the ligaments, the capsule, the cartilage, the joints. Someone here said
meniscus tear, retropatellar tear. Other people have disc problems. This is
your articular system. They affect performance because if you can’t bend
your knee fully, you can’t squat properly. Articular system.
[Slide 25] 1:15.09 - Neural System
	Neural system, this is your brain, your spinal cord, your nerves, the
receptors even in your body. These can be a problem that can affect your
performance because then you can feel pain and people think you’re being
a pussy, you think you’re being a pussy. You’re going, you know what, last
week I could do this and it didn’t hurt and this week, I can’t even rack the
bar. Have you ever had that before? You’re like I strict pressed 60 kilos last
week and this week, I can’t even do a push press with the bar. That can
happen and it’s not because you’re being a pussy, sometimes you got a
pinched nerve, numbness, altered sensation, [ants 1:15:52], heat. These are
all signs that you might actually have a nerve problem.
	Or a cold. Like some people say it’s like cold water running down my leg.
Sometimes there’s a burning pain. Sometimes it’s like someone’s got a
knife in the back of me. These are all things that I’m thinking okay, it could
be nerve, could be muscles, could be many things. Now neural system
includes coordination. If you want coordination to be checked, with can
check Kirkman’s coordination and put on a song. Like it’s about the [base
1:16:26].
[Slide 26] 1:16.30 - Visceral (Other Medical) System
	The visceral system and other medical issues. So your internal organs can
cause problems. If you’ve got an ovarian cyst and you’ve got a swelling
inside your tummy. Boys, if you’ve got an ovarian cyst…
[Laughter]
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Antony Lo:	…there may be some issues we need to discuss.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	But if you’ve got an ovarian cyst and you’re a girl, it can cause pain, it can
cause trouble and it can change the way that you move. Sometimes you
think you’ve just got a muscle ache or you’ve got a stitch, you’ve got a
cramp. Sometimes it’s actually more serious than that and you should
check. So be aware of that. Internal organ disease is a problem.
[Slide 27] 1:17.10 - Problem Movement and Postures
	Now, what movements are we testing? The things that I want to look at
are the things you do every day, the exercises that cause symptoms. So
Andrew here had problems bending over, he’s got back pain, I want to see
him bend over, I want to see what causes his back pain. I want to see the
stretches that cause symptoms like Sam I Am over here. He just told me
that doing an exercise like that causes symptoms, I want to see him do that.
I want to see if lying down makes a difference to sitting up to lying on your
tummy and doing it. Because all of those things could be different.
	I want to see specific movements of the regions involved. If you tell me
you’ve got back pain during a squat, I’m going to look at your whole body
because something like your wrist could be causing you to shoulder the bar
differently which could be causing you to twist which could be causing you
to bend which could be causing your back pain. Or it could be that you’ve
got pain on the outside of your foot which makes your foot roll in which
makes your knee roll in, which makes your hip twist, which makes your
pelvis twist, which then puts a twist in your back, when then hurts your back
and makes you look like you’re squatting funny. So all of these things are
very, very important to assess.
[Slide 28] 1:18.32 - What Are Their Starting And Ending Positions?
	What are their starting and their ending positons like? Lots of people look at
the start, very good, lift. Lots of people look at the end, open it up Kirksman,
I don’t want to, I can’t breathe. Open it up Kirksman, alright here you go.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Because we’re looking for that full range of motion, no rep, no rep, no rep.
Did you hear them [laughs]? We were - there were lots of people going no
rep [laughs].
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	But we’re used to looking at the starting and the ending positons but we
also want to see how they move. It’s about the journey. It’s no good if you
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start here and you finish here and the way that you get from here to here is
that you do this.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	That’s not good. That’s not what you want to see. So we look at start,
during the whole movement, finish.
[Slide 29 and 30] 1:19.32 - How Do They Move? And What Systems Are Problematic
In That Region?
	You want to look from behind, either side and the front. We want to see
what their first movement is. How many people have you seen do a hang
snatch and their first movement is the head goes down then their shoulders.
I’ve seen this before. Or they do this, their first movement - this is for real
- their first movement is they go like this. Have you seen people do that
before? That’s bad too because you’re arching your back too much. Other
people, their first movement, I’ve got one athlete that I’ve helped. His setup
is like this and then he goes like this with his head. That’s not good either.
So I want to see what your first movement is.
	We saw a deadlift last night - did we see it last night? We saw somebody do
a deadlift where they did this. No, I saw it at a box that I went to. His deadlift
was like this, with a butt shoot. His mate did it like this.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	He went down like this. That was his deadlift. So I want to see all of those
because they all tell me something. Does the poor position get better?
Have you seen someone and they’re setting up for a clean and they’re like
this, all curled and you think oh this is going to be train wreck. Then they get
up into position and then lift the bar. I think oh okay, not that bad. I want to
see you a little bit better at the start but they get into a good position before
they load, that’s a good thing. You want to see that. It’s about the journey.
What’s their range of motion like?
	Now this is another key one, this is an asterix one. The very first thing that
you see fail, is the thing - is the region that you’re interested in. The very
first thing that you see fail. Now remember how we talked about normal
movement and abnormal movement, it could be something that moves
when it should still. Or it could be something that stays still when it should
move. Liz, can I borrow you please? I just want you to squat for me please.
I’m going to kneel so that the camera can get you. Yep, so I want you to
face that way actually. Just go down in a squat like we did out there. Squat
and come up again and just do a few reps that way and then do a few reps
that way, then a few reps this way.
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	I want you to watch her squat. Alright, face that way. Can you all see how
she squats? Yeah, where does the shift start from?
Male:	[Unclear 1:22:47].
Antony Lo:	Yep, so that’s when. But where? Does it start up here? Did she start with
her head, her shoulders, through here, through here, through here, her knee,
her foot?
Male:	[Unclear 1:23:02].
Antony Lo:	So - but this is what we’re looking at. We’re going to take this further in a
minute. You’re going to be one of our subjects because you wanted - you
said you wanted to get better right.
Liz:	Yeah [laughs].
Antony Lo:	So we’ll do that, we’ll make sure that we get you better. So we want to see
what systems are problematic in that region. Let’s just say for instance that
we decided it was in the ribs that we saw - that we saw Liz move, she did a
twist and then everything followed. Or it could have been the hips twisted
and then the ribs. Let’s just say it was the ribs first. I want to know what
are the things that changed. So now you’re going to tell me what are the
systems that can be involved? There are six systems, tell me what they are,
try not to look. Call them out.
Male:	Neural.
Antony Lo:	Neural.
Male:	Myofascial.
Antony Lo:	Myofascial.
Male:	Articular.
Antony Lo:	Articular.
Male:	Mental.
Antony Lo:	Mental, yes, psychosocial.
Female:	[Habits 1:24:04].
Antony Lo:	Yep, so that’s a technique and habits and sequencing and movement, good.
Last one?
Unknown
Speaker: 	Visceral.
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Antony Lo:	Visceral, internal organs. She could have a history of a lung infection that
she didn’t think was relevant to tell me and she might have had some
pleurisy or pneumothorax or something and it’s scarred down here and when
she goes to move the scar twists her. That’s an internal organ problem right.
That’s a lung stuck to the side of its lining. We can help that by the way. But
these are things that you should be thinking about. It’s not just simply this is
a muscle problem. You should be thinking okay, what’s going on inside her
head? What’s the coordination like? Are there any nerves that are getting
pinched? Is she in pain because pain will affect things? Does she have a
joint that’s not moving properly? Does she have muscles that aren’t keeping
her still properly?
	Does she have - like does she have a funny technique because this is
how she was taught to squat? Now we all can that by the way that she
squatted, it’s probably not a technique thing because her technique was
relatively consistent the whole way through. We can deal with the fact
that it’s probably not a mental thing because it was number 1, consistent
and number 2, it didn’t look like she was scared or there was lots of pain.
So I’m already throwing those two out of there. I’m thinking it could be
coordination, it could be a joint restriction. It depends on her history, has she
had an operation? Has she got this? Has she got that? So we’ll go through
all that sort of stuff.
	Good. We work through it systematically. Now the general treatment plan is
very simple, four steps. I’m just trying to find this air conditioner right here,
oh yeah baby.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	My nickname back home is Steamhead because in winter when I work out
and I stop, steam comes off my head.
[Laughter]
[Slide 31] 1:26.15 - 1. Release The Restrctions
Antony Lo:	Number 1, you want to release the restrictions. You want to release the
restrictions. You are going to find that system that’s problematic and then
you’re going to fix it.
[Slide 32] 1:26.28 - 2. Maintain Correct Postures and Position
	I want you then to maintain the correct posture and position. This is very,
very important. Somebody said they wanted to put posture as one of the
things to work on, that’s very good because we’re going to do it. Power
comes from being able to obtain, hold and maintain good postures and
postures. If you don’t believe me, ask Kirksman. If you start from a position
of weakness, why are you surprised when there is no power? Let’s do a
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test. Shynotshy, as you can see Shy and I are similar sizes. Pop your hands
up for me. Now Shy has done this before so she knows what’s going to
happen. Alright, take up a stance. Don’t let me put you into the wall over
there. Go.
	Alright so you can see that Shy is maintaining her position, good. Now what
I want you to do this time is - hold on, I’ve got to remember the points that
we’re on. Oh yeah, maintaining position. What I want you to do, is I want
you to watch her spine. So go down, now can you all see that she’s got a
curve in her spine? Alright, I want you to put your ribs down for me. Good.
Stick your bum out a little bit. Ribs down more. That’s better. Hold that, go.
Now see how she’s bending and then because I said that, she straightened
up. That’s good, right. Excellent, thank you, have a seat.
	That’s how we do some testing. I wanted to see if she can keep that back
straight when I change her and she can. Now there are some of you that
can’t. I’ll tell you right now, you can’t. Alright, so we’re going to go through
that today.
[Slide 33] 1:28.24 - 3. Learn and Implement Correct Coordination
	Number 3 is you’ve got to learn and implement the correct coordination. Do
you have good motor patterns? These are cues. These are the things that
your coaches are yelling out to you, keep your chest up. Stick your hips
back, put your knees out, spread your feet, split the world, shoulders up,
shoulders down, don’t do shoulders down, I’ll show you why later. Pull your
head in, don’t look at the ground, don’t look at the ceiling. I’m sure lots of
things have been yelled at you over the time. These are cues to help your
coordination, they’re trying to improve your patterns. Are they working for
you or are they working against you?
	Then #tensiontotask. Tension to task is really, really important. I’m going to
show you why being super strong isn’t always efficient. Let’s borrow - I’ve
forgotten your name…
Jerry:	[Jerry 1:29:22].
Antony Lo:	I was going to say it starts with J but I wasn’t sure. Come out here, do you
have any shoulder pain?
Jerry:	Yeah.
Antony Lo:	Which one?
Jerry:	This one and this one’s coming up.
[Laughter]
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Antony Lo:	Maybe not Jerry. Hold it here. Can you hold your arm like that without pain?
Jerry:	Yeah.
Antony Lo:	Can you hold me up? Good. So I’m leaning on Jerry and you can see that
Jerry can hold me up. Jerry’s looking at me going, is that all you want me to
do?
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	It is all I want you to do. Stay there. Now, you will all agree that you must
have a strong core. Yeah, we all agree or not? Do you want a weak core or
strong core?
Group:	Strong core.
Antony Lo:	Have you been anywhere where they coach and they start walking around
like this making sure you got a strong core? Make sure it’s strong - stronger.
Thank you. Now, you can tell - keep it strong. Now, you can tell that I’m
going to ask him to lift up. So I want you to lift up and I want you to make
this strong like - are you married?
Jerry:	Yeah.
Antony Lo:	Like the first time you met your wife, I won’t embarrass you about all the
other girls. So this one’s strong like you’re flexing - flex, flex, flex because I’m
going to push. You all agree that this is going to make him strong. Strong
here, strong here, good posture, strong, ready, go. What happened? Didn’t
- doesn’t he need to use these muscles? Doesn’t he need to have a strong
core? Maybe it was a fluke, just relax, hold your arm up, hold me up, go.
No, you can still hold me up. Tense, tense, tense, good, tense, alright, hold
me up.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Maybe it’s me.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Maybe I’m too strong for him. Let’s get someone - let’s get Faith, you come
out. Stay - no, no, no.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Faith, you push for me. So you just stand there, you push down on him.
Alright, that’s not bad. She obviously pushed harder than me, right [laughs].
[Laughter]
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Antony Lo:	Tense up through here. Same pressure. Tense up through here, tense,
tense, put your arm up because you know she’s going to push. So tense it
up, it’s going to happen.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Alright, thank you, have a seat. Anybody confused?
Male:	Yes.
Female:	Yes.
Antony Lo:	Does that make sense to anybody? No?
Male:	Yeah.
Antony Lo:	It does to you because we talked a long time.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	It doesn’t make sense because you think well I need these muscles to work
but it made me weaker. I need to have a strong core but it made me weaker.
Did you see the look on his face? If he could - if his brain could speak, it
would have swore like what the.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Oh no, it’s a big guy, he’s a bigger guy, that’s why. Then we got Faith out
and Faith pushed harder than me. Oh what happened? This happens
because you are not the boss. Your conscious brain is not the boss. I want
everybody to touch your nose. How many of you went okay, to touch my
nose I must flex my bicep, I must flex my deltoid, I must curl my wrist, I must
curl my index finger, I must find my nose and make sure I touch my nose
without picking my nose even though it’s a little bit itchy and it’s dry in here.
[Laughter]
	Nobody did that. You all thought touch my nose, your brain executed, am
I right? That’s how your body works. Your body is like movement is like an
orchestra and the brain is the conductor and the conductor goes you know
what - does anybody here play musical instruments actually? Anyone, yeah
what did you play? Trumpet.
Male:	Piano and violin.
Antony Lo:	Piano and violin, yeah.
Male:	Yeah, piano.
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Antony Lo:	Piano. We’re all Asian in here except a few people like of course you did
piano or violin, I understand that.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Or if you’re Filipino or Malaysian, you probably sang as well. This is normal
but Kirksman [laughs] - but if you’ve ever played in an orchestra, the violins
are often a little bit louder and the trumpets are like shut up a bit because
they’re too dominant. That’s what happens in your body, you’ve got some
really dominant players. Then you got other ones that you need a little bit
more out of, you’ve got to coax it out of them. That’s what a conductor
does, a little more, you settle down a bit over there, everybody now we’re
going to go. That’s how it happens. Then you come along and this guy
says right, you need a stronger core, get a stronger core. That’s like the
conductor going you know what trumpets, play as loud as you can.
	You know what violin, you play as loud as you can too. This muscle yeah,
you guys, you go as loud as you can as well. Drums, just go nuts because
if you go as loud as you can it must be better. Now how many of you have
been in an orchestra where you’re sitting there going I wish people would
just pay attention because I want to get out of here and everybody’s just
going rah-rah-rah and the sound’s awful. Am I right? Good music is a fine,
fine balance of getting these guys to do what you need and these guys to
do what you need and these guys and these guys and these guys and these
guys and these guys.
	Everybody’s got to do their job just right. Your brain controls that without
you thinking about it very often. When you put your brain in the way, that’s
when problems can occur. Weakness, how many of you as coaches have
said to people, tighten up. Set your back stronger, set your shoulders down
and back. Now who doesn’t have any shoulder pain? Alright, let’s get Sam
I Am because he’s like the biggest guy in the room next to me. We did this
last night though.
Sam:	Which one?
Antony Lo:	The shoulder one.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Alright, not you. Sorry, what was your name?
Lennard:	Lennard.
Antony Lo:	Lennard, out here Lennard. Tall, half my size.
[Laughter]
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Antony Lo:	Arm out - out in front. So what we’re going to do is - what did I want to do?
Oh shoulder cue. Hold me up, awesome right and we can get faith to come
out here and she can do this - come on Faith. Push down, push down.
He’s strong, right. She really does push hard.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Heaven help your husband. Now, what I want you to do this time is what’s
a good shoulder cue that you’ve heard of, guys? What do you do with your
shoulders?
Lennard:	Squeeze your lats.
Antony Lo:	Squeeze your lats. Okay, squeeze your lats. You squeezing your lats?
Lennard:	Yep.
Antony Lo:	Do it. Arm up, squeeze your lats.
Lennard:	It’s - yeah [laughs].
Antony Lo:	Squeeze your lats, maybe it’s just me. Let’s get Faith in.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	[Unclear 1:37:10]. So squeeze your lats sucks. What’s next? What do you
tell people to do?
Male:	Externally rotate.
Antony Lo:	Externally rotate. Okay, externally rotate.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Ready.
Lennard.	Oh my god, this is [laughs]…
Antony Lo:	Or maybe it’s just me. Let’s get Faith.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Faith the destroyer. How did that feel?
Lennard:	Really weak, yeah.
Antony Lo:	Really weak. External rotation isn’t always good. What else?
Male:	Flex your biceps.
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Antony Lo:	Flex your biceps.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Flex your biceps. You got it?
Lennard:	Yep.
Antony Lo:	Good, hold it up.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	No good.
Lennard:	No good, no good.
Antony Lo:	Put your arm up. Strong. Tense a muscle, weak. Imagine a string holding
you to the ceiling. String holding you to - cable holding you to the ceiling,
you got it.
Lennard:	Mm-hm.
Antony Lo:	Strong. Alright, I want you to tense all of this up for me. Weak.
Lennard:	Yeah, huge difference.
Antony Lo:	Think about the task. Thank you, have a seat. Think about the task. When
you hear me today, very rarely - very, very rarely will I say turn on a muscle.
Male:	Are you saying that by using [external cues like particular movement patterns
1:38:49] that we can relate to is a lot better than telling us to squeeze a
particular muscle?
Antony Lo:	Correct.
Male:	So pattern not muscle.
Antony Lo:	Correct. Or thought or goal. Keep your back straight. Not activate your
erector spinae.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	A lot of people will say switch on your core. How many people have said
switch on your core - switch on your core?
Female:	So are we supposed to activate prior to movement or…
Antony Lo:	Come out please.
[Laughter]
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Antony Lo:	What was your name?
Rachel:	[Rachel 1:39:27].
Antony Lo:	Rachel. Come out Rachel.
Rachel:	Because we do activate it when [unclear 1:39:35].
Antony Lo:	So…
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	You okay? That’s alright. It’s me, not Faith, okay.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	Faith is the one that you’ve got to worry about [laughs].
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	She’s a lot tougher than me. I just look big. Hold your arm up, just hold it
up, push, push…
Rachel:	Push.
Antony Lo:	Like resist, don’t let me push you down. That’s it, good, okay. You okay?
Rachel:	Yeah.
Antony Lo:	Alright, good. Activate, activate, you got it. Push your arm up, how does it
feel?
Rachel:	Harder.
Antony Lo:	Harder. Do you need to activate first?
Rachel:	No.
Antony Lo:	No.
Rachel:	So that’s the wrong cueing?
Antony Lo:	For you. There are other people…
Rachel:	Individually…
Antony Lo:	…where I will do this - okay, thanks - Sam, now we did this last night. Sam,
arm up - actually, I did the other arm. So I’ll do the one that I know the result
of.
[Laughter]
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Antony Lo:	Although he did a cardio workout today so we’re not really sure…
Sam:	We didn’t do this last night. We did the pushing one.
Male:	The pushing one, pushing against each other [unclear 1:40:44].
Antony Lo:	I’m pretty sure we did this. I did it with somebody. Alright, he’s strong. Set
your shoulders back, hold it up, he’s still strong. For…
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	For Sam, he can set his shoulders back but it’s going to make him more
sore. That’s not necessarily a good cue for him. Now, if we get somebody
like Andrew who I don’t know the result of. Setting your shoulder back is
bad for you. Turn this way, arm up, hold me up, push up, push up, push up,
push, push, push, good, set your shoulder back, pull your shoulder back,
yeah, hold it there.
Sam:	Yeah.
Antony Lo:	You see? Setting your shoulder back for most people is weaker. Now I’m
getting the looks that I’m expecting. Like ohh.
Male:	So is it fair to say that [unclear 1:41:54].
Antony Lo:	Yes, we will go into the why but I want you to see that it happens. So you’ve
got to learn the correct coordination. I wanted to point out that is a problem.
[Slide 34] 1:42.07 - 4. Learn To Move Correctly
	I want you to learn how to move correctly. Practise, practise, practise,
technique work, coaching, feedback, video, practise, practise, practise.
Neurones that fire together wire together. I once improved my lifting by 10
kilos on my clean and my snatch because for about three weeks every day
I did drills with a broomstick. Now admittedly the numbers weren’t massive
but it doesn’t matter. The point is that there’d been those numbers for a
while and all I did was practise with a broomstick and I got better because
the patterning got better.
Female:	I know we’re not really talking about coaching but generally a coach will have
a specific set of cues to use. So say you’re teaching a class, this applies to
crossfit [unclear 1:43:02] and you’ve got these set of cues but because the
class is so big you can’t necessarily go to each individual to ensure they’re
doing it correctly. What would you…
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Antony Lo:	You’ve got to treat the situation. So your question is, is that as a coach you
have a set amount of cues, you have a big class to do, you don’t have the
time to coach every single person in the class to do whatever they need to
do. In that situation, you need to set the standard before people move so
demonstration, showing common faults. So that’s prep then - so that’s the
briefing for the workout. Then during the workout and you do this in the
briefing as well, you say what you mean by keywords. Some of you will start
to do this and I’ll yell chest up, I want you to do that.
	You set it all up beforehand and if you train the same way all the time, it
gets to the point when I can go Shy, chest. Oh okay. Then you start shot
gunning. You just start firing out, keep your chest up, hips back, knees
vertical, shins vertical, feet flat, chest up. Make sure you’re vertical, stand it
up Kirksman. That’s how you do it.
Female:	Say because like for Rachel, I used - and myself - I used to teach BodyPump
so you have this loud, blasting music going on and you’ve got say 20 people
in front of you who don’t - say for squats, they don’t necessarily know how
to squat. So you’re saying things like chest up, butt back, sit your butt back,
keep your feet planted to the floor, knees - you get what I mean.
Antony Lo:	Yep, absolutely.
Female:	You’re looking at everyone thinking oh shit, they’re really not listening to me
[laughs]. They’re just going with the motion.
Antony Lo:	But that’s your situation. A BodyPump class with 30 people in it, good luck
to you, you’ve got a set amount of time, you’ve got changeover of track.
Male:	The reps have to follow the music.
Antony Lo:	You’ve got - the reps have to follow the music. You just give people one
thing to work on.
Female:	For us [unclear 1:45:15].
Antony Lo:	You just give them one thing to work on. Okay, everybody today when you
squat, everybody’s going to start by bowing and push their hips back. Just
one thing. You’re changing the track, their getting their weights and you’re
just saying it and then you just give them one thing to work on. If they keep
coming back to your class, they’re going to hear 10 things in 10 classes.
So it is difficult. In a crossfit situation, there is briefing time. There is going
through the movement standards. There is coaching time. Coach. If your
coaches aren’t coaching, ask them to coach you. So practise, strength
comes from good movement patterns, plateaus comes from technique
problems, poor posture, restriction, positioning, all the things we talked
about.
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[Slide 35] 1:46.08 - How Do We Rehab?
	So how do we rehab? The rehab plan is very simple. Specifically - lots
of people say we do functional things, I want you to be specific. Specific
means lots and lots of different things. Functional means oh you know, it
serves a purpose in life. Biceps aren’t a functional exercise, load of crap.
Biceps are functional. If you’ve ever had to carry the shopping and put them
in the boot of the car, agh, that’s a bicep curl. If you’ve ever had to pick up a
baby out of a cot, bicep curl. Don’t tell me bicep curls are not functional. If
bicep curls weren’t functional, they won’t be that awesome.
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	You can see that I bicep curl a lot, not. So what you want is to improve
your mobility. There’s a hierarchy. Improve your mobility, your flexibility,
your stability, your strength, your power, your speed of repetition. That’s
broken down for you because I talk about all those things but really it’s just
mechanics, consistency, intensity. Get the movement right, get it right all
the time, bump the weight up, increase the speed a little bit. Make sure that
your movement is right, make sure that you get it right each time, bump the
load up. No good coach would watch a train wreck of a squat on a 1RM or
a 3RM or a 5RM and your last squat is agh, awesome. Put five more kilos
on. You don’t do that - you don’t do that. So we don’t want you to do that.
Don’t do that. Mechanics, consistency, intensity.
[Slide 36] 1:48.00 - Key Principle 1 - Specific To The Location
	So specifically, I want to the location. Isolate the movement to the region
you want. We’re going to go through this. So what I want you to do is to
think about the positions that you want to do. If you have a tight hip in the
bottom of a squat, why are you straightening your leg out to stretch, dumb.
Specific to the task.
[Slide 37] 1:48.33 - Key Principle 2 - Specific To Task
	Number 2, use positions that are similar to your problem or your task. If you
have problems with a squat, why are you giving them chest press to do?
[Slide 38] 1:48.43 - Key Principle 3 - Specific Results
	Specific for the results. So test the problem movement after 30 seconds.
How many of you might have done rolling and balling and doing all sorts of
stuff just to feel good for five minutes during a workout? How many of you
have done that before? For five minutes you spend 30, waste of time. After
30 seconds if it’s not helping you, ditch it, move onto the next one.
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[Slide 39] 1:49.13 - Key Principle 4 - Specific Progression
	From stable neutral to dynamic controlled end of range. I want to see you
do a good strict movement before I see you do a kipping movement or a
dynamic movement. I want to see you do a strict press, before I see you do
a push press, before I see you do a push jerk. Good.
[Slide 40] 1:49.34 - How Do We Scale?
	How do we scale or regress or progress? We do it to the limit to load and
correct technique. You want to consider decrease reps, decrease sets,
decrease load, shorter time or longer time. Sometimes asking someone
to do 10 burpees in 30 seconds is too much stress. Okay, 10 burpees in
a minute. It’s okay. But sometimes, asking someone to do a 20 minute
AMRAP Cindy is too much. You say listen, just 10 minutes for you,
that’s enough, you’re a beginner, that’s enough. Sometimes, substituting
movements. So the movement today is going to be a cluster. All I want you
to do a front squat. Or a front squat and then we’re going to some strict
press later.
	So scaling the movements, substituting the movements. Accessory work
instead of the movement. Okay, you’re coming back from knee injury, we
want to make sure your back squat stays good. What I want you to do is
to do pullups - strict pullups. I beg your pardon? Did you just say a strict
pullup is going to help your back squat? What position do you finish your
strict pullup in? At the top.
Male:	[Unclear 1:51:01].
Antony Lo:	Like this. What does a back squat look like? If you’re weak here, you
can’t pull that high, why do you think your back is going to be strong here?
Pullups help your squats. How many people have gone yep, I’m doing a
back squat and perfect position, nope, my legs are just not strong enough?
How many times do you see a failed back squat where they come down,
their legs are driving and then they fail like this? Their legs are strong
enough, their back is not strong enough. People fail squats because their
back aren’t strong enough. How do you get your back strong? One of
them, strict pullup.
	My squat is limited by my back strength, not my leg strength. There’s
nothing wrong with my leg strength.
[Slide 41] 1:52.12 - Mobility and Flexibility Training
	Flexibility and mobility training, you should program it for warmup, for
mobility. I all started you on bear crawls, why did I do that? Loads your
shoulder, bends your elbow, bends your wrists, makes you move. Your legs
are doing this so your hips, your knees, your ankles and your feet are getting
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worked out as well. You’ve got to spinally rotate because I’m making you do
that. I throw something unusual like going backwards and sideways. All of
a sudden one lap of five metres, you’re all at the end going [breathing hard].
I’m glad that’s over, I thought you said this is warmup. Nothing wrong with a
bear crawl as part of a WOD.
	Believe me, I once had to take part in a race where there was a 50 metre
bear crawl, it was horrible - it was horrible. You should do mobility at
the start, you should do flexibility at the end. The reason why is because
stretching weakens you. Stretching weakens you, do not stretch until you’ve
finished exercising. Consider other forms of exercise like yoga, Pilates, a
stretch class, a loaded controlled movement. Who has trouble with their
overhead position? Good. How many of you practise standing there with a
bar, just practising your overhead position still? Good because it’s good for
you. That’s a good cool down. That’s a good technique thing.
[Slide 42] 1:53.57 - Stability Training
	Stability training, it’s mindfulness and technique. You don’t need to do
special exercises but I would prefer that you do the exercises. For example,
Sam I Am. Now, Sam do a full back squat, sideways is good, yeah. Good
and up. Did you all see what happened to him? Do it again. Watch
his back. Do you see how his back curves? Not ideal technique. In a
competition, he has to do this. Do the squats we did last night, [pause
squat 1:54:44]. See the difference? Didn’t go as deep but his back stayed
straight. Now which one is going to train him to keep his back straight, the
first one or the second one?
Group:	Second.
Antony Lo:	The second one, thank you. So if you get that right, things will get better. If
you keep training yourself to bend your back, guess what you’re going to get
good at? Bending your back.
[Slide 43] 1:55.20 - Strength, Power, Speed Of Repetition, Met-Con, etc
	Strength, power, speed of repetition, met-con, gymnastics ability, running,
whatever you want. Guess what you’ve got a good coach for? To coach.
I’m a physio. I can help your mobility, your flexibility, your stability, your
strength. I can even do all the other stuff because I’ve got experience but
your general physio does not know how to help somebody get from a 150
deadlift to a 200 deadlift. There would be very limited numbers of physios
that know how to do that. There would be limited numbers of physios that
could pick up more than their bodyweight in a deadlift. So find good people,
find people who know what they’re doing but work with your coaches. Your
coaches are there to teach you what to do.
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	In a group situation like what Shy was saying, sometimes your coaches can’t
give you all the attention you need. Sometimes, you actually need to pay
your coaches to have a private session. This is not a rip-off. This is saving
money because you pay your coach - do you guys do one-on-one sessions?
How much?
Male:	[Unclear 1:56:37].
Antony Lo:	How much is that in…
Male:	Thirty to $40.
Antony Lo:	Thirty dollars, okay.
Male:	Thirty, $40.
Antony Lo:	Thirty, $40. How much does a physio session cost?
[Laughter]
Antony Lo:	More than that. You all agree? You can spend one hour with your coach for
$30, $40 or you can go blow three times that money on a physio because
you keep hurting yourself. Seeing your coach is not a waste of money.
Seeing your coach is saving you time and saving you money. Don’t be
scared of them, support them. They’re there to help you, they can only
do so much in a class. Efficiency versus volume, you don’t have to beat
yourself up, you don’t have to do massive volume to get results. You got to
vary the stimulus. One-on-one sessions with a coach, adequate rest and
recovery, all of those good things.
[Slide 44] 1:57.47 - Quote
	To bulletproof the body we start with stability, control, dissociation. This is
the end of the talk.
[Slide 45] 1:57.55 - Services Provided - The Physio Detective
	I do provide services. This is for the benefit of the people watching the
video. I do assessment and diagnosis especially of long standing problems,
that’s what I specialise in. I do manual therapy, massage, mobilisation,
manipulation. I can do these things if I need to. I’ve got dry needling, I’ve
got exercise rehab. I can diagnose the reason why you plateaued. I can do
performance enhancement. I can do all the normal things a normal physio
does. I just happen to have different skills in others areas. My blog is at
www.physiodetective.com and you can make bookings there.
So mypteducation is my education arm.
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[Slide 46] 1:58.37 - Services Provided - My PT Education
	I provide seminars. Free content via social media. Mentoring for health
professionals, coaches, athletes and the public. Coming soon is more free
educational content and more options for learning remotely.
[Slide 47] 1:58.51 - Interact With Antony
	All of my social media is like Facebook, just look up physiodetective and
mypteducation. Instagram is physiodetective, mypteducation. YouTube is
The Physio Detective. I don’t know if you’ve noticed there’s a consistent
social media tag of Physio Detective but you can always find me by googling
me. Thank you very much for your time. I hope you’ve enjoyed that. We’re
going to go do some fun stuff now. You be good at home, thank you.

END OF TRANSCRIPT
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